
Day 1 slides shown at debate



Xinfadi market



Rootclaim offers this summary:



Why are the total case numbers higher?

Xinfadi market is the biggest market in the city of Beijing, and actually the largest wholescale food market in all of Asia.

Xinfadi was 21 times larger than the Huanan market, with far more employees and visitors:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xinfadi_Market
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8233866/


Why are the ratios higher?

This is in mid-2020, when PCR tests are readily available, everyone is looking for covid, and China has a zero covid 
policy. That will boost the absolute case numbers at the market.

But it also means they would detect an outbreak faster.

June 11: cases detected
June 13: market closed
June 16: Beijing shuts schools.
June 17: Beijing cancels flights.

If you contract trace the epidemic better and shut down the city rapidly, it makes sense that the ratios of market linked 
to non-market linked cases will be higher.

A larger market might also result in more transmission within market than outside of it within an identical timeframe.



According to Pang et al. (2020), several original packaged salmon samples in cold storage were tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2. They wrote,

"We examined all salmon in the original sealed package in the cold storage which was located
outside XFDM, and six out of 3582 samples were positive for SARS-CoV-2 RNA. Notably, five positive fish were
from company X, which supplied the salmon to booth #S14 on May 30. Through genome sequencing we obtained
a significant number of SARS-CoV-2 reads from one swab of company X salmon."

Booth #S14 employees had the highest infection rates (100%) and is suspected to be the source of the outbreak.
They then conclude:

"Given the abovementioned facts, we speculate that the COVID-19 resurgence in Beijing
was likely to be initiated by an environment-to-human transmission originated from contaminated imported
food via cold-chain logistics. Notably, a recent study found that SARS-CoV-2 showed no decline in infectivity
after 21 days at 4°C and −20°C on the surface of chicken, salmon, and pork pieces [9], indicating that the survival
period and transmission distance of the virus could be prolonged by cold-chain transportation of contaminated food."

In contrast, no evidence of possible cold-chain importation was found for the source of SARS-CoV-2
in the Huanan market (as far as anyone knows).

Both outbreaks started from animal products introduced to the market, not from outside community transmission.

Was the Xinfadi outbreak caused by the same thing as the Huanan outbreak?

https://academic.oup.com/nsr/article/7/12/1861/5936602


Density distribution of infected employees shows
shop S14 pretty well, but there are other secondary
transmission hotspots.

Figure from Pang et al, 2020

https://academic.oup.com/nsr/article/7/12/1861/5936602?login=false


And the Xinfadi cases clustered around the market, just like Huanan!

Figure from Zhang et al 2021

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GH000458


The authors didn’t use quite the same centering techniques, but made a diagram similar to Worobey’s:



Probabilistic arguments can offer the illusion of objectivity

A long series of probabilities multiplied together looks like a factual, scientific process.

Rootclaim says that this eliminates human bias, and allows them to solve problems without investigating.

But the human bias still creeps in – Saar chooses which numbers to multiply together.

In this case, he’s decided to give no weight to the extensive data linking the virus to the Huanan market.

On the other side, he’s made up implausibly high odds for a lab leak, and for lab leaks in general.

It’s easy to come up with any conclusion you want, if you ignore all the evidence you don’t like and
exaggerate the evidence you do like.

I’ve also multiplied some probabilities and came up with the opposite conclusion. One of us has to be wrong. 
How do we resolve this disagreement?



I do agree with this claim. Here are a few key facts Rootclaim has gotten wrong:

“A December 8th case happened before the market outbreak”     Both sides of this debate agreed that’s false, 2 years ago!

“The first 2 market cases were visitors that didn’t work there”     Even members of DRASTIC admit that is false.

“The early Weibo cases point towards the lab”                                The Weibo data contains at most 3 December cases
with unknown locations.

“Worobey’s data is confounded by population density”                 Not true.

“The retrospective case search was biased because Most of the cases were found after January 18th.
it happened before January 18th”                                                       The market linked cases are unbiased, before December 29th.

“Excess deaths prove Covid started south of the river”                   Not true, pneumonia deaths are more accurate.

“There are 90 missing early cases”                                                      Also not true. We’ll discuss this.



Rootclaim also wrote that it’s “irrelevant when covid started”:



Probabilities are meaningless if you have the facts wrong

Before we can have a probabilistic discussion, we need to first investigate the evidence.

The focus of this first debate should be on trying to establish some of these facts, and
whether the data better links Covid to the Huanan market or to the Wuhan institute of Virology.

I think a good place to start, in investigating a pandemic, is “where” and “when” it started.



Rootclaim cited this disproven December 8th case (actually December 16th).



But then 2 slides later, Rootclaim talks about “Mr. Chen” on December 16th – that’s the same guy.
Rootclaim seems to have not realized they’re talking about the same person.



Rootclaim dismisses the bulls-eye of cases on the market with the “Texas Sharpshooter fallacy” 
I think this fallacy describes many lab leak theories better.
What I see is an actual bullseye on the market, both geographically and genetically.
I see people looking for every reason possible to distract from that: mahjong rooms, bathrooms,
speculation about bias in the data, news articles with typos about earlier cases, etc.
That looks like motivated reasoning or intentional obfuscation.



People love to use that Weibo data in misleading ways
People cite this heatmap of early Weibo cases to imply that the Wuhan lab was the origin,
because one bump shows up on the south side of the river, where they want to see it.
This image also shows up in some of the congressional reports on covid origins.



Here’s what the paper actually says:

This data is from February:

But people could retrospectively enter their date of infection. Of those, 3 people entered a date in 2019:

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/9/6/402


We have no idea which of the 3 points are the 2019 ones, it could be those 3 near the market, for all we know.

This could also just be 3 old people entering the wrong month into the app – symptom onset in December is
strange for someone asking for help in February.



It’s also not 100% clear if that paper is using accurate data. I tried to look for a copy of the raw data,
and the closest I could find is this scraped version of the Weibo data.

But it doesn’t match the paper – the earliest case I could find was January 9th, 2020.
There are no December 2019 cases listed.

A second paper written on the Weibo data lists the dates that people requested help, plus the time between
onset and help request. So, you can see 3 possible December 2019 cases if you assume the 40 day “time from onset”
cases are also reporting early in February, but it’s not clear if those are December cases.

https://github.com/YuhanJiang415/COVID19_Self-reported_Data_Weibo/blob/master/Self-reported%20Data.csv
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2210670721007514


Figure S9, from Worobey et al 2022.

A. Market contours compared to Weibo case density.
B. As compared to Wuhan population density.
C. As compared to elderly population density.

Does population density, or elderly population density explain the January-February Weibo data?

Yes, it’s a pretty good match.



Figure S10 from Worobey et al 2022

B: overall population density, C: child population density, D: adult population density, E: elderly population density

But population density is a poor match for the initial Huanan market case outbreak



An overlay of raw points on elderly population density makes this clearest:
It looks to me like elderly density can explain some case density south of the market, but not cases centered on the market.

Image from Dan Walker, who also made a thread of similar images.

https://twitter.com/danwalker9999/status/1520783701436604417/photo/1
https://twitter.com/danwalker9999/status/1505769025967517696


Was the case search biased?



Rootclaim says that the case search was biased:



There can’t be much bias before December 29th, because the market link was not announced or shared
between hospitals.

At that point, about 50% of cases were market linked.

From December 29th to January 15th, it’s chaotic, the market link is known, there’s likely some bias towards
finding market linked cases.

Between January 15th and January 18th , there’s an official criterion to look for market linked cases (but it’s
not the only criterion) 

After January 18th, market link was removed from the search criteria. 127 new cases were found in a
retrospective search. Many were not market linked, but still happened to live close to the market.
With the WHO report, only 33% are market linked cases.



Cases by time:

Dec 31st (data from 3 hospitals)   16 December cases,  62% linked to market

Jan 2nd data (Huang et al 2020)    40 December cases,  68% linked to market

Jan 22nd data (Li et al 2020)          47 December cases,  55% linked to market

WHO report:                                  174 December cases, 33% linked to market.

127 of these 174 were added after January 18th, in a retrospective search. That’s after China had recognized human to
human transmission and also dropped the link to the market in case searches.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31986264/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7121484/


Here’s the changing criteria China used for case searches.

Figure from Tsang et al, 2020

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/article/PIIS2468-26672030089-X/fulltext


Figure S12 from Worobey et al, 2022: Effect of elimination of cases nearest the market on statistical results.

Worobey also tried simply removing cases, one by one, to see how robust the centering is to any bias.
Using all the cases, you see that clear bulls-eye on the market.
You can remove 1/2 to 2/3 of the nearby cases before you lose an association with the market.



The search mostly found people with no link to the market and found a few people who lived far away from it.
It’s unclear how a biased case search could find those.
The search was done in hospitals, not going door to door.



Exponential Math



Covid epidemic doubling time is about 3.5 days. That’s 2 doublings per week.

5 known cases on Dec 13th . How many actual cases? Let’s say 50
Assume 5% hospitalization rate, 20% fatality rate for hospitalized cases.

cases               hospitalizations             deaths 

Nov 15: too early           0                            0

Nov 22: 1?                  0                            0

Nov 29: 3                   0                            0

Dec 6:  12                  < 1                          0

Dec 13: 50                  2-3                          0

Dec 20: 200                 8                            2

Dec 27: 800                 40                           8

Jan 3:  3,200               160                          32

Jan 10: 12,800              640                          128

Jan 17: 51,200              2,560                        512

Jan 24: 204,800             10,240                       2,048

The correct numbers for January 24th are maybe 10,000 hospitalizations and 1,000 to 2,000 (pending) deaths.
That’s not bad, we’re within a factor of 2 of reality. And this gets a similar start date as Pekar’s simulations do.



Data source – note this is a graph of daily cases, and my previous slide was “cumulative cases”.
Also, note that “diagnosed cases” isn’t total cases, it’s closer to “number of hospitalizations”.
You can work out the ascertainment rate from case fatality rate if you want to make the model as accurate as possible.

Covid cases in Wuhan are exponential up until the lockdowns on January 23rd:

https://github.com/flodebarre/covid_firstCases/blob/main/China/FangLi-etal_2021/Data_For_Plot_Epidemic_Curve.csv


Cumulative cases follow a nice exponential curve up to January 23rd:

Data source

https://github.com/flodebarre/covid_firstCases/blob/main/China/FangLi-etal_2021/Data_For_Plot_Epidemic_Curve.csv




Now try 1,000 cases on December 13th:

cases                hospitalizations             deaths 

Dec 13: 1,000                50                           10

Dec 20: 4,000                200                          40

Dec 27: 16,000               800                          160

Jan 3:  64,000               3,200                        640

Jan 10: 256,000              12,800                       2,560

Jan 17: 1,024,000            51,200                       10,240

Jan 24: 4,096,000            204,800                      40,960

By the time of the lockdowns, you get 10 times as many deaths in Wuhan as actually happened.

And then you’d have even more during the lockdowns.

The death numbers would have to be fake. So would the seroprevalence numbers in Wuhan.



Now try 10,000 cases on December 13th:

cases                 hospitalizations              deaths 

Dec 13: 10,000                500                           100

Dec 20: 40,000                2,000                         400

Dec 27: 160,000               8,000                         1,600

Jan 3:  640,000               32,000                        6,400

Jan 10: 2,560,000             128,000                       25,600

Jan 17: 10,240,000            512,000                       102,400

Jan 24: 40,960,000            2,048,000                     409,600

By the time of the lockdowns, 4% of Wuhan ends up dying. And then even more during the lockdowns.
That’s impossibly high, no place in the world has seen a covid death rate that large.

Even if you have 1,000 cases on December 13th, you end up with 10 times too many deaths in Wuhan.



This is a case where human reasoning fails

People don’t intuitively understand exponential math.

They assume that a September origin of covid is equally likely as a November origin.

They assume it’s possible for there to be more early December cases than really happened.

When a covid infection happens, it has to either quickly go extinct or it blows up exponentially.

It’s very hard for it to stay at an in-between rate for much time.



How do we know that doubling rate I used is correct?

It’s confirmed by several sources.

Pekar et al (2022) says 3.47 days.

Liu et al. (2021) says 3.6 days

Simply fitting the cumulative cases data in excel gave me 3.8 days.

Various cities around the world have seen comparable doubling times.

I said 3.5 to keep the math as simple as possible.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-93020-2


The Mahjong Room



I tried to get an estimate on how many places people
play Mahjong, in Wuhan. One study states:

“Chess and card rooms: These facilities provide 
Mahjong, poker and all types of chess activities. 
They are popular recreational areas for local 
residents. With the popularity of board games, 
chess and card rooms have begun to become 
popular among youth. There are 838 chess and 
card rooms in the study area.”

Those places were spread around the city, many were 
closer to the Wuhan institute of Virology.

Including other “leisure entertainment facilities”, like 
bars, theatres, cybercafes, karaoke, etc, the study found
2,914 places in the study area.

What are the odds the first super-spreading location 
just happened to be at the only one of these places 
that was selling wild animals?

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2210670718314914


What are the odds that the virus would start in this particular mahjong room?

Naively, 1 in 2,914.

But, you also need to weight that by total number
of visitors, many of those places are likely popular
and this room is tiny and most outsiders don’t know
about it.

Weighted by traffic, it’s probably even lower
than the 1 in 10,000 odds I already gave.

On the other hand, there are only 4 wet markets in town selling wild animals.
The Huanan market has the most shops wildlife shops of any of those markets
(7 out of 17, according to the Xiao Xiao paper)

And wild animals are known to start pandemics.

I think this may be a video inside the mahjong room

https://twitter.com/franciscodeasis/status/1644024952801075212


The Chinese teams did test the Mahjong table for covid, and it was negative:

That’s on February 20th, 2 months after the market was closed, so the RNA could have degraded.

But on February 15th , the drains were still testing positive for shop 6/29:

On February 15th, shop 8/25 was also still testing positive:



Here’s a photo outside of the Mahjong room (it’s that window up there on the left).
What’s more interesting is that sign below the window with one letter cut out:
The sign reads: 鼎盛 _ 味批发商行 = Dingsheng _  wei Wholesale Store
The missing character is likely 野.            野味 = yewei = “wild taste”, a term for eating wild animals.

https://twitter.com/zhihuachen/status/1649745630888095745


The same character was removed elsewhere in the market:



Here’s a picture of the Mahjong room from later, during the WHO visit.
Now the sign has been taken down entirely:



The logic is even more absurd for the “toilets theory”. 

There are millions of bathrooms in Wuhan.

But the outbreak started at the one in the market selling
the most wildlife?

It happened at a market already flagged as a likely place
for a viral outbreak?



Both theories fall apart when you look at the sampling maps.

how did the virus spread from the toilets, around a few corners,
to the raccoon dog shop, while missing a shops even closer
to the bathrooms?

And why did the positive samples have animal DNA, not
human DNA, if you think these were contamination from
the bathrooms?



Comparing Covid and SARS



Rootclaim gets many facts wrong for the 2003 SARS pandemic

“Patient 1 had the earliest case, identified by retrospective 

case searching. He lived with his wife and four children in 

Foshan city and became ill on November 16, 2002. He 

had not traveled outside Foshan in the 2 weeks before his 

illness and had no contact history, but he had prepared 

food including chicken, domestic cat, and snake”

If you read the research, the man’s occupation is unclear:

But he definitely wasn’t a civet farmer. His “animal contact” was just cooking:

Rootclaim says that started with a farmer:

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15207054/


Many of the index cases for SARS didn’t have animal contact at all:

None of the first 7 index cases are animal traders.

1 is a market vendor, not a trader. (same as covid)
She worked at a market but did not sell animals.

2 are restaurant chefs.

4 aren’t market or restaurant linked at all.

Only 1 of these 7 index cases had known contact
with civets.

Rootclaim doesn’t know this, because they
don’t do fact checking.



Where did SARS come from?



The reality is that no SARS infected people or civets were ever found in Yunnan.
Where did Rootclaim get that idea? I have no idea, because Rootclaim didn’t provide a source.
I’m guessing maybe they went to Wikipedia:

But if you click through and actually read the linked paper it says:

“We have been conducting longitudinal molecular surveillance of bats for CoVs in Yunnan 
caves since 2011 and have found that they are inhabited by large numbers of bats 
including Rhinolophus spp., a major reservoir of SARSr-CoVs. This region was not 
involved in the 2002–2003 SARS outbreaks”

Rootclaim says:



Shi Zhengli has a hypothesis that SARS started in Yunnan:

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41579-018-0118-9


SARS was found in civets in Guangdong, Hubei, and Hunan provinces. One paper lists many of the studies:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7114516/table/tbl1/?report=objectonly


This one study that looked at 12 different provinces
is interesting.

They went to the market vendors in Guangdong and
asked them where they got their animals, then went
back to the farms and tested 1,107 civets.

None of those farmed civets tested positive!

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1212604/


SARS antibodies were found in wild civets in Hubei province, in one study.

SARS was never found in Yunnan. I’m not sure if it was even searched for in Yunnan.

Scientists did find a bat virus 96% similar to SARS, a decade later.

Perhaps SARS did spill-over in Yunnan and then get shipped to other provinces. Perhaps there was an even closer bat virus in 
Hubei. We don’t know for sure.

It took 5 years of surveillance in one cave to find that bat virus.

By Rootclaim’s logic, that study is inadmissible because the WIV did not do 5 years of surveillance in every cave in China.

The reality is that we don’t know when and where SARS spilled over from bats, what the first infected animal was,
where the first infected civets were, or who the first SARS human case was.

Tracing viruses is very hard. Even after 20 years, we still only have guesses for SARS.

We have already found 2 bat viruses that are > 96% similar to Covid.

Using the SARS logic, we already found the origin of Covid.

Really, we don’t know the origin of either. The big difference is we do know which intermediate animals carried SARS.



Rootclaim asks why SARS1 made it to multiple cities and Covid only spilled over in Hubei



This is what SARS would look like, with the speed of China’s 2020 response:

It wouldn’t even be in another town by the time the market closed, it would barely be in 4 by the Wuhan lockdowns.



Here’s what actually
happened with Covid
during that time period.

It’s all over China because it’s
so contagious.

If there was a second, smaller 
spillover 6 weeks later, would 
you even notice that?

After this, China locked down
and culled millions of animals.

Figures from Yang et al, 2020

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.10.20021675v1.full.pdf


Zoomed in a bit for detail



Mapped along with the
railway network.



Zoomed In:



Jesse Bloom analysis of market data



There’s some fair scientific disagreement about what the positive samples mean
I’m familiar with this paper, I think I’ll just debate this live and we can figure out how both sides are interpreting the data.



Jesse Bloom analysis

Confirms raccoon dog in Q61 sample
(Chinese analysis called this dogs)

Argues no correlation between
raccoon dog DNA and covid RNA.

But it really depends on how you run
the analysis.



The big problem is that he combined samples from two different dates
January 1st samples were taken where cases were.
January 12th samples were taken from wildlife shops.



Covid RNA degrades over time.

Early samples had more SARS2 reads than later samples.

If you combine the 1/1 and 1/12 samples, your correlation
mostly just tells you which date each was taken on.



SARS-CoV-2 read counts drop, over time:

Image from Zhihua Chen



PCR cycle threshold also goes up, over time:



Jesse Bloom correlations are misleading because they combine two days of sampling:
On the human sampling day, human has the highest correlation.
On the wildlife sampling day, wildlife has the highest correlation.
Combine the two and neither stands out.

Image from Zach Hensel



Should we even expect to see a correlation?

If infected animals introduced the virus, they would have shed virus earlier, but they were sampled later.

So the signal from animals will be weaker than from people.

Wildlife stalls are also more diverse, giving a weaker signal than a sample that’s just human DNA.

There’s also a bias in terms of which samples were sequenced:

Positives: all samples (both wildlife and non-wildlife stalls) selected for sequencing.

Negatives: 89 of the 102 selected for sequencing were from wildlife stalls.



If any correlation Bloom came up with is useful, it might be this one, from the wildlife sampling day:

But this doesn’t really show us much information
beyond what we already know:

2 shops tested positive that day:
five samples in 6/29, and one sample in 8/25.

Both shops sold hedgehogs, so those stand out.

The porcupine sample stands out because
porcupines were not sold in many shops besides 6/29.

The one thing Bloom showed is that other shops 
besides 6/29 also sold raccoon dogs.



Bloom’s table showed that most raccoon dog samples were covid negative, using a 20% DNA cut-off.



But the negative samples were all from other shops, only 2 shops had positive samples on the wildlife sampling day:

 except for one 6/29 sample taken much later



Also, Bloom left out 4 covid positive samples from 2/15/2020, all with 50%+ hedgehog DNA:

ground samples: Sampled from containers:



Also, there are many positive samples if you take out the 20% threshold:



Also, the 6-29 shop sold a lot of different animals, so it’s hard to hit 20% on any of them,
Also, Bloom included bird and fish DNA into the count, to make it harder to hit 20%.



Shop 6-29 also had 5 negative samples, not every wildlife sample is positive:



Also, here’s one of Bloom’s correlation with 95% error bars:



Bloom also argued that zero equals one, in his paper



I have no idea why Bloom even picked that particular sample for his example of 0 reads:

It looks like that’s shop 10/29, or maybe it’s a combined shop 10/29-31

it was tested 9 times in January and February and never tested positive once:

And the specific sample Bloom is pointing out is from February 20th, so… that’s especially not likely to be positive.

The Q61 raccoon dog sample has one read, but it’s also in a shop where 5 of 10 samples tested positive and
the drains tested positive (twice). It is reasonable to believe that animals in the shop were shedding virus.



Should we expect every raccoon dog in the market to be infected, if they are infected in one shop?
Maybe not -- people move around, socialize, play mahjong, infect each other. Animals do not.



Nevertheless, Lab leak twitter declared the raccoon dog theory dead (and Richard Ebright sure likes to repeat himself)



Two spillovers at the market



Multiple spillovers are normal.

SARS had > 10 spillovers.

MERS had multiple spillovers.

https://elifesciences.org/articles/31257


When covid infected mink farms, it spilled over
back into humans, multiple times.

Covid infected hamsters also reinfected humans,
multiple times.

Figure from Lu et al, 2021

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-00322-0#:~:text=Hamsters%20are%20only%20the%20second,%2DCoV%2D2%20to%20humans.&text=Pet%20hamsters%20probably%20carried%20the,viral%20samples%20from%20the%20rodents
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9


Probabilities



 It’s actually 1 of 7 for earliest SARS 
cases and SARS2 is harder to contact 
trace. Conservatively near 100%

 Conservatively ignored, because 
zero live animals were tested from 
shops, and very few relevant dead 
animals were tested.

 7 of 17 shops in xiao xiao
study = 41%. Conservatively higher,
because we don’t know the species
mix in each.



 Best explanation is two animals 
caused two spillovers and that 
explains all the data perfectly.
Conservatively ignored.

 Every excuse of bias Rootclaim has
given has fallen apart.
Conservatively ignored.

 First 5 cases at the market and 
>50% at multiple hospitals. That’s 
strong association with the market.
People can travel across town in 
less than 5 days. The virus had also 
been spreading a little before Wei 
Guixian. There’s nothing magical 
here. Best explanation is that Chen 
caught it on the subway.
Conservatively ignored.



Mahjong board tested negative. Definitely
not the highest positivity rate in the market.
Covid can spread between people with or
without a Mahjong game. For instance, I’ve
had covid and I’ve never played Mahjong
in my life.

Conservatively ignored.



The calculation on the left isn’t bad, though it misses 2 human coronaviruses since SARS2 and also the odds of Wuhan
may be higher than 1.5%.

The calculation on the right is much too high for multiple reasons:
Lab leak rate is too high. (1 in 500 is closer to the average, maybe you can mark that up a bit if you think the WIV is unsafe)
The odds are much lower that they had a secret starting virus.
DEFUSE, as written, couldn’t make SARS2. Even Yuri Deigin agrees with this.
This ignores the odds of: abnormal backbone, abnormal FCS(proline, alanine, out of frame), it’s hard to culture the virus, 
etc. But we’ll need to have debate #2 to explain why


